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Abstract
This study was conducted for consecutive two years ago (2011 _ 2012),
The samples were selected based on systemic random samples by using calibration
tools “natural density filter” ,”Thermometer” depending on the ISO (15 189)
standards and that by using statistical software (spss 15) to analyze these data.
The aim of study is to measure the effect on implementing quality control program
and its impact on the accuracy and stability of the result to reduce the cost of the
maintance of the instrument reduction of error percentage increasing health care
quality and evaluate the current status of equipment.
Spectrophotometer filters calibration was done for three filters (340,405,505)
for the 50 instruments each of them calibrated before and after and the result
were handled separately.

Introduction:
In accounting science medical equipment's known as assets, these assets are
depreciation over years so the value of equipment is decline over years because of
the reduction of the quality due to operation, in medical field these equipment's
need calibration to operate efficiently, these calibration test done periodically and
that not means the instrument could work in the same manufacturing quality but
r e d u c e
t h e
p e r c e n t a g e
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e r r o r s .
developing countries implemented quality control in health care depending on
international agreed upon standards like ISO in equipment and HASAP in food and
that to ensure human been safety and provide useful services and welfare.
In Sudan quality control does not apply in proper way, it is undisputed fact that
there is significant different in the medical results when compare these results
taken in the same day in different places (labs) and that because of the high cost of
quality control tools and solutions, as for private health care hospitals are not
obligate to stick to rules, on the other hand public healthcare hospitals claim that
they apply quality assurance and quality control program.
Laboratory is the medical science which plays an important role in diagnosis
diseases, it has different departments, one of the most important departments is
chemistry, and spectrophotometer is one of the oldest and fundamental chemistry
lab equipment. The selection of this instruments is comes from it is important and
the role it has plays in diagnosis.

